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The Little Chef 

by Catherine Brunelle 

 

A splash of sea salt and dash of pepper, slices of carrots – they slid in with a ‘plunk’, and then an 
onion, finely minced. He snipped the white bulb into tiny pieces. 

"Oh, my eyes." The onions were always too much. 

Horace danced around the large silver pot, steam rose from its bubbling waters. There was a 
smell now, a rich smell of broth and flavour mixing together. It was almost done. 

“No!” Not yet – the parsley, how could he forget? He scuttled sideways to the wooden chopping 
board and grasped an armload of fresh parsley. Scuttling back Horace tossed it downwards into the 
mixture and watched it float across the surface before slipping beneath the bubbles. 

Perfect. It was all so perfect. The soup’s aroma spread through the kitchen steaming windows, 
making Horace smile. There was only one thing left. The moment of truth. This was what made the 
dish – without it, all was for nothing. He looked into the bubbling water, oil burst from the surface 
and splashed lightly against his face. 

This was his moment. It was now or never. 

 

 

The kitchen doors burst open and the sound of chatter followed the chef as he strode into the space. 

“Ah, Henri! Is ze soup yet ready?” Chef twisted his pointed dark moustache. 

Henri – Henri was a joke, a useless sous-chef. This show was all for Horace, all made by Horace. 
This was his moment of triumph. 

“Henri,” cried Chef, “ze soup!” 

Now or never. It was his masterpiece, his destiny. Horace peered over the bubbling water once 
more. Bits of carrots rose up and down amongst the greenery and onions. The broth covered his face 
with a light hot steam. It was so warm, burning, and yet so good. It all depended on him. 

“Zut alors!” cried Chef. “Ze food is escaping!” 

He had spotted the pot. Horace clung to its side, teetering on the edge of the metal, flames 
licking at his little feet. 

“Goodbye, sweet world!” cried Horace as the chef ran over. 

In one swift and decisive movement, Horace pulled himself upwards and threw himself in. The 
chef gasped at the splash and leaned over the pot. 

 

Moments passed . . . 
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Chef waited. He watched. He lifted a wooden spoon. Gently, the chef dipped it into the soup, 
stirring slightly, and then pulled it out, taking a careful sip. 

“Hot—” he cried, then pausing a moment, “but . . . oh, so good.” 

Turning he looked across the large kitchen. It was empty. Turning back he took another spoonful 
from the bubbling liquid. 

“Ahh, c’est incroyable.” 

Truly, it was the best crab soup he had ever tasted. 


